"Young Cancer Researcher Showcase"

Presenters:

Charles Ishak (Dr. F. Dick’s lab)
“The repetitive preoccupations of tumor suppressors”

Nicole Pinto (Dr. A. Nichol’s lab)
“Functional validation of variants driving Anaplastic Thyroid Cancer”

Dr. Adrian Buensuceso (Dr. T.G. Shepherd’s lab)
“LKB1 is a Central Stress Metabolism Mediator in Tumour Growth of Metastatic Ovarian Cancer”

Milica Krstic (Drs. A. Chambers & A. Tuck lab)
“The transcriptional regulator TBX3 promotes progression from non-invasive to invasive breast cancer”

Hosted by: Experimental Oncology

Objectives:

- To provide an overview of ongoing research projects in the Division of EO
- To describe molecular advancements in our knowledge regarding specific biochemical pathways in different cancer sites
- To demonstrate how lab bench research may be translated to the clinic
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